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Why we might want a DGP (1)



What’s wrong with deep learning?

• Bag of tricks (often) necessary  

• No (calibrated) uncertainty  

• Black-box (sometimes) not acceptable  

• Weakness to adversarial attacks



Ambition:

• Win at deep learning tasks 
using fully Bayesian methods 

• Get accurate uncertainty, 
adversarial robustness, 
principled model training and 
model selection etc 

Not quite there yet… 



Fundamental trade-off?

David Silver [Deep Learning Indaba 2018]: 

• “Trust in experience as the sole source 
of knowledge” 

• “Learning from experience always wins 
in the long run” 

He is (probably) right 

But asymptotics aren’t (always) what we 
care about



A personal view:
Two extremal options: 

• The success of deep learning is evidence that we have infinite data 

• The success of deep learning is attributable to a magically effective inductive 
bias 

The truth is likely to lie somewhere between 

• To do well in modern deep learning tasks, Bayesians need the think about both 



Why aren’t we there yet?

• Not sufficiently *scalable 

• Insufficient understanding of 
probabilities in high dimensions 

d(performance)
d(resource)* scalability =
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Why we might want a DGP (2)
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https://youtu.be/ImGAdhmTysk
https://youtu.be/q_DbN5jPJAk
https://youtu.be/KRwDPajDsvI
https://youtu.be/k8gRo7y19wU


Good model



Bad model



Good model



What if we want to  
consider both?

???



A Deep GP posterior



Ambition:

•Form covariances hierarchically 

•Get ‘GP-like’ behaviour, but allow more 
flexibility in the prior
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Key idea: form complex covariances with 
stationary kernels and input warping functions 

https://youtu.be/kKaU5BU3AGc
https://youtu.be/q_DbN5jPJAk


Examples

https://youtu.be/RWis8f8pBFs
https://youtu.be/LZ6SHRs7NZ0


To build a Deep GP:



To build a Deep GP:
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Variational Inference
Fundamental identity for variational inference:

MinimizeMaximizeFixed



Model:

The VI identity in our case:



Assumption 1 of 3

Data terms KL terms



Finite set of inducing points

The KL terms:



Assumption 2 of 3

Assumption 3 of 3



Assumption 2 of 3 Assumption 3 of 3

It follows that:

NB:

(Temporary matrix notation)

With:



The data terms:
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Noise-free



What’s wrong with this?

• GPs only model epistemic uncertainty, or marginal Gaussian aleatoric 
uncertainty for noisy kernels (noise = k(x, x) - k(x, x’) for limit x->x’)  

• In noise-free case, we rely on epistemic uncertainty to get non-Gaussian 
marginals 

• Noisy variables cannot be represented by our posterior, so the ELBO 
always favours the noise-free model 

‘Epistemic uncertainty’ - uncertainty from lack of data 
‘Aleatoric uncertainty’ - uncertainty from from inherent randomness 



Additive noise



What’s wrong with this?

• Inference is difficult (cannot use inducing points) 

• Modelling assumptions not clear (what does the noise mean?) 

• Not easy to vary the dimensionality and strength of the noise



Single layer GP with 
 ‘latent variables’
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‘Latent variable’ = white noise GP



Going deeper:



Latent variables in different 
places:
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Inference with latent 
variables

• Mean field for the latent 
variables 

• This is reasonable as they are 
a priori independent 

• We use variational inference or 
importance weighted 
variational inference  for the 
latent variables 

• Subtle modification to use the 
final layer analytic results
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1D demo:











ELBO vs test log-likelihood



Summary:

• Deep GP gives a more useful prior than GP 

• Need latent variables to get non-Gaussian marginals 

• Variational inference appears to be effective in the noise-
free case, and importance-weighted variational inference 
in the latent variable case  

• Real data supports the hypothesis that both depth and 
latent variables are useful in practice 



Further work:

• We haven’t broken into Deep Learning territory (yet) 

• We’ve been thinking about scalability the wrong way 

• We need more parameters in our variational distribution 

• We need more specialised structures (e.g., convolutions)



Thanks for listening



Variational Inference



Naive importance weighting



Better importance weighting




